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A perfect workbook for all 4-string cigar box guitarists! The 4-String Blank Tablature Workbook and
Reference for the Cigar Box Guitar provide players and songwriters with a place to write down your musical
ideas and keep your songs together in one workbook. There are five templates to work with: blank tablature

(tab) with chord diagrams, 4-string blank tab, chord diagrams with the GDGB fingerboard, tab and
fingerboard, and 4-string chord diagrams. Several handy references are also included specifically for the 4-
string cigar box guitar tuned GDGB: chords, scales, scales patterns, fingerboard charts, and tablature with a

notation guide showing how to write down commonly used playing techniques.

The second pdf file also includes standard sheet music lines above each tab row. Make sure nothing is
selected in the tree view. You can get a free PDF viewer here or here the second one is Windows only but is

small and fast. 5string tab paper.

Have A Cigar Guitar Tab

A random Tab function 6. top printable blank guitar chord chart glen s blog blank guitar chord charts in 2019
acoustic guitar lessons. Gitty Crafter Supply C. If you want to use a computer you need TableEdit MsWord
WordPad or similar. total int The total amount of pages. Blank Tab Sheets without the Treble. Blank Guitar
Tab Paper 6 String Guitar Tab Paper Blank Music Score. In order to support other guitar players some good
tabs are presented here as PDF. Since we are using blank 4 string bass tab the bottom line is the 4th string also
known as E. Bass Tab Book 4 string blank tab Tools for the Muso on Amazon.com. To make large collections
ONeills Nottingham Database available as BanjoMandolin Tabs. If calling method returns nil no selection is

made without including prompt or includeblank in the options hash..
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